MEMORIAL TO LATE CAPT. DANFORD

On Sunday, 30th August, a memorial stone was placed on the spot where Capt. Danford was found shot, after arrest, in 1922. Members of Old I.B.A., Cumann na mBan, relatives and friends attended to pay tribute to the memory of Capt. Danford.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT SUCCESS FOR ABBEVILLE

The Gymkhana held under the auspices of Hospital Guild of Competition A—L Miss Beamish's "D. "B. " and Patricia "Kiwi" and Mrs. E. J. Rohan's Track Events.

ATHLETIC CRECRO SPOR

Ideal weather crowd favoured.

(Co., Limerick) Spor last, Cork athletes animed most of the e were scored by T (Millstreet A.C., P. mills A.C.) and A. N (A.C.). The local cc Kennedy, C.C.; Mr. Mr. P. J. Hannan, are to be congratulate class track and a connection with the prizes were second this year, and it I very popular Club h.

All arrangements the setting of a re tended four miles (Groom A.C.), but it was unable to fin handicap.

A. Nolan (Limerick) having a record y successful in the captured the long Ruddle (Groom youngest weight a great display in de nan (Kilkenny and pion in the 16 lbs. REU.